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mBot - Educational STEM Arduino

What is mBot?
mBot is an all-in-one solution to enjoy the hands-on experience about programming, electronics, and robotics. Working with mBlock inspired by Scratch 2.0, you can use Bluetooth or 2.4GHz wireless module to connect with mBot (by different version); this easy-to-assemble mBot provides infinite possibilities for you to learn STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics). P.S. the pink version is not available any more.

Contracted But Not Simple
Contains 35 assembly parts that can be assembled in 10 minutes and color-labeled RUBS ports for convenient wiring, making sure more time can be spent on programming and creativity.

Graphical Programming
Drag-and-drop graphical programming software: mBlock developed based on Scratch 2.0 provides a quick way to learn programming, control the robot, and realize multiple functions from the robot. Know more here.

Features of mBlock:

Fun, and Fun
mBot is all about fun and creativity. It comes with various basic pre-assembled options, including obstacle-avoidance car, line-following vehicle, remote control car, and can be used in multiple games like balloon bursting game, soccer playing, sumo, and etc.